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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
of the 
STATE OF UTAH 
In The Matter of the Estate of Isabelle T. 
Harmston, Pro bate No. 37 4, Deceased, By 
F.armers & Merchants Bank, a corporation, 
Respondent, 
-vs.-
Rogers T. Harmston as the Administrator 
of the Estate of Isabelle T. Harmston, 
Deceased, 
Rogers T. Harmston, Fred Harmston, 
Helene E. Gillis and Marion Eugene Harm-
ston, as the Heirs at Law of Isabelle T. 
Harmston, Deceased, Appellants. 
C.ase No. 
8464 
District Court Docket, Probate No. 374 
BRIEF OF APPELLANTS 
STATEMENT OF CASE 
This is an appeal from a judgment in favor of the 
respondent and against the appellants upon an action 
filed by respondent in the Fourth Judicial District Court 
of Duchesne County, Utah. 
This is the second time the issues have been before 
this Court. The first proceedings were docketed as 
Rogers T. I-Iarmston, .as Administrator of the Estate of 
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Isabelle T. Harmston, deceased et al as appellants v. 
Farmers & ::Merchants Bank, a Utah corporation (247 P. 
2d 895) et al, respondents, Supreme Court Case No. 7614. 
(Not yet reported in Utah.) The appellants in that case 
are the appellants in this case, and the respondents in 
part are the same. 
In the original case the appellants in the Court below 
commenced an action against the respondents to set aside 
a Judgment of Foreclosure secured by the respondents 
against the .appellants' estate, on the grounds that the 
Judgment of Foreclosure was void for want of jurisdic-
tion of the person of Rogers T. Harms ton as the adminis-
trator of the Estate of Isabelle T. Harms ton, deceased. 
The appellants in the Court below contending that at the 
time of service of Summons on Rogers T. Harms ton, as 
the administrator of the estate of Isabelle T. Harmston, 
deceased, he was not the duly appointed .and qualified 
administrator of said estate, not having taken oath of 
office and no letters of administration having been issued 
to him. 
During the trial of said case the respondent, over 
the objection of the appellants, offered and the Court 
received oral testimony to prove the record of the pro-
bate Court relative to the purported oath and letters of 
.administration of the representative, Rogers T. Harm-
ston. At the conclusion of said trial the Court made and 
entered its judgment in favor of the said respondent and 
against said appellants. 
Thereafter the appellants appealed to this Court 
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from the .aforesaid judgment for a review thereof, 
at the conclusion of which this Court made and entered 
its order in favor of the appellants and against the 
respondent and held : 
"Letters, oaths, and bonds on file in Probate 
proceedings are part of the judicial record there-
of. Section 102-5-1-U-C-A, 1943 requires that the 
Clerk of the Court must record such documents in 
books to be kept by him for that purpose. Since 
neither the required oath of office nor letters of 
administration are on file, and no such recording 
of such documents has been made in the Clerk's 
office, the proper proceedings in such a case would 
be by motion to have the record properly made up 
in accordance with the claimed facts. Therefore, 
the Court erred when it admitted parole evidence 
to prove the facts were different than shown by 
the record * * *. 
"The Court's error consisted of admitting 
the evidence to supplement the record. Had re-
spondent by proper motion asked the Court to cor-
rect the record Nunc pro tunc, the evidence which 
they produced in the trial would have been admiss-
able at the hearing of such a motion for the pur-
pose of determining what the record should show. 
"Perhaps it is not amiss at this time, to point 
out that even if the evidence had been admissable 
in this action, it is doubtful whether it was suffi-
cient to uphold the Court's order to correct the 
record in view of the fact that not only were the 
oaths of office and letters of administration miss-
ing from the file, but they were also lacking any 
record of such filings in 1941 in the book kept for 
that purpose in the office of the County Clerk, 
however, the question of the sufficiency of the 
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evidence is not before the Court at this time and 
is therefore not being decided now. 
"The suit was brought to set aside certain 
foreclosure proceedings, no motion was made in 
the proceedings brought to correct the record upon 
which the appellants were relying. By admitting 
evidence supplementing the record in Probate pro-
ceedings without a direct issue in the pleadings 
that the record was not correct this Court cannot 
say that the rights of the appellants were not sub-
stantially affected." 
The aforesaid decision of the Supreme Court was 
properly returned and filed in the District Court in said 
proceedings, whereupon; 
The respondent, contrary to the mandate of the Su-
preme Court, without amending its pleadings or making 
the proper or appropriate motion in said original pro-
ceedings filed an entirely new .action in the said Probate 
proceedings which is here presently before this Court. 
The respondent in this second action filed a seven 
page, twenty-six paragraph Petition in the Probate pro-
ceedings of the decedent Isabelle T. Harmston, No. 37-t-, 
pleading principally all of the facts set forth in the 
original action and supplemented the sa1ne with .a prayer 
for a nunc-pro tunc Order to adjudge that the said repre-
sentative Rogers T. Harmston had taken the oath of of-
fice and that letters of Adn1inistration had issued to him 
and seeking an adjudication on service of process (R. 
239-250). 
To the aforesaid Petition the appellants filed a mo-
tion to dismiss the said Petition on the grounds: 
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(a). That there was another action pending on 
the same issues or; 
(b) In the alternative to strike all of the para-
graphs of said Petition relative to the said fore-
closure proceedings, on the grounds that they 
were irrelevant and redundant (R. 252). 
On the 30th day of October the Court overruled ap-
pellants' Motion to Dismiss respondents action and de-
nied in part and sustained in part appellants' Motion to 
strike portions of respondent's Petition (R. 264-272). 
November 9, 1953, .appellants answered and protested 
respondent's Petition (R. 260) and thereby the issueR 
joined were settled as follows: 
(a). Whether or not the said decedent Isabelle 
T. Harmston made and issued her promissory 
notes secured by a mortgage (Par. 3-4, R. 237). 
(b). Whether or not respondent was a corpora-
tion or ever loaned decedent money (Par. 5, R. 
239). 
(c). Whether or not respondent ever filed a 
proof of claim in decedent's estate (Par. 7, R. 240). 
(d). Whether or not on March 8, 1941 Rogers 
T. Harmston filed his Administration Bond, oath 
of office and letters of administration ever issued 
to him in said Probate proceedings (Par. 8-9, R. 
240). 
(e). Whether or not the alleged ·or purported 
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form of oath and letters were in fact facsimiles 
of those issued to the representative Rogers T. 
Harms ton. 
(f). Whether or not the said purported letters 
were in f.act ever lost (Par. 11, R. 241). 
(g). Whether or not the said respondent ever 
filed a complaint of foreclosure of said mortgages 
against said Rogers T. Harmston (Par. 12, R. 
241). 
(h). Whether or not the Sheriff in said proceed-
ings ever served process on the said Rogers T. 
Harmston as the representative of said Estate 
(Par. 12, R. 241). 
(i). Whether or not on July 7, 1941 Judgment by 
default was entered against the said Rogers T. 
Harmston as the representative of said estate in 
said foreclosure proceedings (Par. 15, R. 2-1:2). 
(j). In addition the appellants affirmative plead-
ed that said petition failed to state a claim and 
that another and prior action was pending on the 
same issues (R. 260). 
The respondent by the prayer 1n its petition 
sought a judgment nunc pro tunc adjudging 
Rogers T. Harmston took an oath of office and 
that letters of administration issued to him prior 
to the time the action was commenced to foreclose 
the mortgages mentioned in said petition and 
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that the oath and letters were substantially as 
set out in said petition (R. 244). 
Upon the foregoing issues the matter came on for 
trial on the 7th day of March, 1955, before the Honorable 
Stanley Dunford, one of the Judges of the above entitled 
Court, acting without a jury in the Court room of the 
said Court at Duchesne County, Utah. 
Appellants again renewed their motion to dismiss 
the petition upon the grounds that another and prior 
action was pending concerning the same issues, which the 
Court denied (R. 274, Tr. 1). 
Upon stipulation of counsel it was stipulated that 
Rogers T. Harmston was the duly appointed and quali-
fied administrator of decedent's estate after February 
10, 1948, and that neither the oath of office or letters of 
administration appe.ared in the case filed nor the records 
of the clerk prior to February 10, 1948 (R. 27 4, Tr. 2-3-
4). 
Upon the aforesaid issues, stipulations and records, 
the Court proceeded to hear the matter, witnesses were 
sworn on behalf of the respondents petition at the con-
clusion of which respondent rested, after which appel-
lants, without the introduction of any oral evidence, also 
rested. The Court took the matter under advisement and 
thereafter made and entered its Memorandum Decision 
in the matter (R. 276-281), and subsequently on the 2nd 
day of Septen1ber, 1955, entered its Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law and Judgment against the appellants 
and in favor of the respondent (R. 283-289). 
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From the foregoing Judgment the appellants on Sep-
tember 9, 1955, served their Motion for a new trial, which !a 
motion was by the Court on the 4th day of November, 
1955, denied. Thereafter, the appellants on the 2nd day of I . 
December, 1955, entered their Notice of Appeal from said 
Judgment. 
On December 13, 1955, the appellants filed their Des. 
ignations of Points of Error on appeal as follows: 
POINTS OF ERROR 
( 1) The petition fails to state a claim upon which 
relief can be granted. 
( 2) The Court erred in refusing to grant Protest-
ant's motion to dismiss Petitioner's petition for the rea-
sons stated in said motion. 
( 3) The Court erred at the trial of said cause to 
grant Protestant's motion to dismiss Petitioner's petition 
on the grounds stated in said motion. 
( 4) The Court erred as a matter of law in permit-
ting, over the objection as stated by counsel for the Pro-
testants, the admission of the following Exhibits and 
testimony on the part of the following witnesses: 
(A) THE WITNESS ARTHUR GOODRICH 
(pages 7 to 18 of the record) and particularly: 
(1) The admission of Petitioner's "Exhibit A" for 
the reason as stated (pages 9, 10, 11 of the record) and 
on the further grounds that such evidence was self serv-
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ing, incompetent, not relevant and no proper foundation 
laid for the purpose for which it was received. 
(2) In permitting counsel for the Petitioner to lead 
the witness to testify to the leading questions profounded 
by counsel (pages 13 and 14 of the record). 
(B) THE WITNESS ARLENE SMITH (pages 
19 to 23 of the record). 
(1) In permitting the witness over the objection of 
counsel for the Protestants to testify as to what the Clerk 
of the Courts practice was in answering written inquiries, 
(pages 20 to 23 inclusive of the record) for the reason 
that the said testimony was not competent or relevant, 
for the purposes which offered. 
(C) THE WITNESS EDNA L. HARTMAN 
(pages 26 to 29 inclusive). 
(1) In permitting the witness over the objection of 
counsel for the Protestants to testify as to what the prac-
tice of the Clerk of the Court was with the respect to th~ 
answering of letters, (pages 27 to 28 inclusive of the rec-
ord) on the grounds that such testimony was not compe-
tent or relevant for the purpose offered. 
(D) In admitting over the objection of counsel for 
the Protestants Civil Files, 1931 and 1932 of the records 
of Duchesne County, Utah, (pages 30 to 34 inclusive of 
the record) for the reason therein set forth in counsel's 
objection and on the grounds that such evidence was not 
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competent or relevant for the purpose for which it was I;; 
offered. 
(E) THE WITNESS J. RULON ~fORGAN (pages 
34 to 39 inclusive of the record). 
(1) In permitting the witness to testify over the 
objection of counsel for the Protestants, on the grounds , 
set forth in said objections, (page 35 to 38 inclusive of 
the record) as to his mailing and receipt of the proposed 
Exhibit "A" for the reason that said evidence is self serv-
ing, privileged and not competent, relevant or no proper 
foundation laid, for the purpose offered. 
(2) The admission of Civil Case Files 1931 and 
1932 of Duchesne County, Utah as exhibits over the objec-
tion of counsel for the Protestants (pages 30 to 34 of the 
record) on the ground that the same is incompetent and 
not relevant for the purpose which offered and not within 
the issue of the case. 
( 3) That the evidence is insufficient both in law 
and in fact to support the findings, conclusions and judg-
ment of the Court. 
( 4) That the court erred in finding from the evi-
dence: 
(A) That Rogers T. Harmston since ~{arch, 1941, 
has been the duly appointed and qualified administrator 
of the estate of Isabelle T. Harmston, deceased. 
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(B) The purported form of oath and letters are as 
set out in said finding. 
(C) That s.aid purported oath and letters had been 
destroyed or lost. 
(D) That on the 13th day of May, 1941, the Sheriff 
of Duchesne County served Rogers T Harmston, as Ad-
ministrator of the Estate of Isabelle T. Harmston, de-
ceased, with a summons. 
(7) As a matter of law, the court erred in finding 
and holding that, from the evidence, the Petitioner was 
entitled to a judgment in favor of the petitioner and 
against the Protestants. 
(8) That the Findings and Conclusions and Judg-
ment are contrary to the law and not within the issues 
of the case, and .are not supported by the law. 
(9) That the findings and conclusions are insuffi-
cient to support the judgment. 
( 10) That the court as a matter of law erred in 
finding, holding and adjudging the record to be amended 
in the Estate of Isabelle T. Harmston, deceased, nunc 
pro tunc, to the effect that on March 8, 1941, Rogers T. 
Harmston took the oath of office and Letters of Admin-
istration were issued to him in the form set out in the 
said judgment or at all. 
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( 11) The Court erred in denying Protestants mo-
tion for a new trial. 
.ARGUMENT 
.A-I 
This is a case filed in probate, contested, assigned 
for trial in equity, and despite the copious and redun-
dant allegations of respondents petition, the only relevant 
issue is whether or not the Court record in the s.aid pro-
bate procedings of decedent's estate, reflect and set forth 
all the factual matters occuring therein, especially as to 
all the legal steps necessary to legally qualify Rogers T. 
Harmston as the administrator of decedent's estate as 
of March 8, 1941 . 
.ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS 
ASSIGNMENT NO. 1-2-3 ARE COMBINED; THE COURT 
ERRED IN REFUSING TO GRANT APPELANTS MOTION 
MADE BEFORE TRIAL, AT TRIAL AND IN THEIR MO-
TION FOR A NEW TRIAL, TO DISMISS RESPONDENTS 
PETITION ON THE GROUNDS AND FOR THE REASON 
THAT THERE WAS ANOTHER PRIOR ACTION PENDING 
AND STILL UNDETERMINED, RELATIVE TO AND CON-
CERNING THE SAME ISSUE. 
The original action of Harmston administrator vs. 
Farmers & Merchants Bank, District Court No. 2437, 
.Appelate No. 7614 Cited 247 P. 2d 895 (Utah not pub-
lished), that was a case to vacate a judgment of fore-
closure and for an accounting for rents and profits on 
the land involved. The Plaintiff and appellants contend-
ing the service of process on the purported .Administrator 
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13 
was void for lack of legal qualifications of said ad-
ministrator, and if that was an appropriate issue in those 
proceedings, certainly it is still an appropriate issue in 
the same action, ,and the plaintiff in those proceedings 
is entitled to have adjudged in a single action all of the 
issues in his case, without having to resort to a defense 
of numerous and collateral actions. 
The Court in its remittitur in the case of Harmston 
vs. Farmers Bank, supra, remanded the case to the Dis-
trict Court and held ; 
"The Courts error consisted in admitting evi-
dence to supplement the record. Had respondent 
by proper motion asked the Court to correct the 
record nunc pro tunc, the evidence which they 
produced at this trial would have been admissable 
at the hearing of such a motion" * * * "No motion 
had been made or proceedings brought to correct 
the record upon which appellants were relying. By 
admitting evidence contradicting the record in the 
probate proceedings without a direct issue in the 
proceedings that the record was not correct this 
court could not s.ay the rights of the appellants 
were not substantially effected." 
The Court clearly indicated the motion should have 
been made in the original proceedings and the opinion of 
the appelate Court must be regarded as the law in the 
case. Eastern Cherokees vs. United States, 225 U.S. 573 
-Chicago R-1 and P-R-Co. vs. Austin 63 Okla. 169-163 
Pac. 517, Plebus vs. Dunford, 198 P. 2d 973, 114 U. 292, 
and the parties are free to make such amendments to the 
pleadings as the trial Court may allow, Rogers vs. Hill, 
289 U.S. 582 77 L. Ed.1385 
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Clearly this is a new action designed by the respon-
dent to try in probate the very issues joined in the 
original proceedings and without benefit to the appellants 
of having before the Court all the parties joined in the 
original proceedings and a trial upon the prayer of their 
complaint for judgment. 
Public interest requires that an end should be put to 
litigation and when a given cause has received the con-
sideration of the reviewing Court and its merits deter-
mined and has been remanded with specific directions 
the Court to which such mandate is directed has no power 
but to obey, Galbreath vs. Waltrich et al, (Colo.) 109 P. 
417. 
POINT "A-1" 
"THE rCOURT ERRED AS A MATTER OF LAW IN AD-
MITTING EXHIBIT "A" BE·CAUSE THE SAME WAS NOT 
COMPETENT AND NOT PROPER FOUNDATION LAID -
TR. 9-11." EXHIBIT "A" IS A PURPORTED LETTER AL-
LEGED TO HAVE BEEN WRITTEN BY ARTHUR GOOD-
RICH, FORMER CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT, TO J. 
RULON MORGAN, ATTORNEY FOR THE PLAINTIFF AND 
THE DEFENDANTS. 
In presenting his argument, counsel for appellants 
does not admit that any statements, references or cita-
tions herein should be construed as an admission that 
respondents petition is sufficient to constitute a petition 
to amend or make up a judicial record. 
Exhibit "A" purportionately written by Mr· Good-
rich the former Clerk of Duchesne Counrty under date 
of May 27, 1941 unto J. Hulon :Morgan, who was the 
attorney for the- respondent and for J. A. Calder, 
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administrator, one of the defendants in the foreclosure 
proceedings. 
Counsel for the respondent presented the proposed 
exhibit to the witness Goodrich, and asked him if he had 
ever seen it before, to which he replied yes in May of 
1941, and that the signature was his and thereupon 
asked to have the exhibit marked, and on the above 
testimony offered the exhibit T-9-to which counsel for 
the appellant objected that it was not the best of evi-
dence, no proper foundation had been laid, not the 
proper way to prove the record, it was privileged, T -9, 
that it was incompetant, T-10. Over the said objections 
of appellants' counsel, the Court admitted the exhibit, 
Tr-11. 
At the outset of this case, there was stipulation 
of counsel that the files and the records of the probate 
proceedings did not contain the oath and the letters 
of the purported administrator nor we·re they ever 
recorded by the Clerk as required by statute, T-3-4, 
however, there was never any stipulation or admission 
that an oath of office was ever executed or filed by 
Harmston and that such instrument had been lost, and 
the Court in it's statement of the stipulation of counsel, 
merely found that neither of these instruments appeared 
in the records of the proceedings R-27 4. 
Though the law presumes all officers entrusted with 
custody of public files and records will perform their 
official duty by keeping them safely in their office, if a 
paper is not found where, if in existence, it ought to be 
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deposited or recorded, the presumption therefore arises 
that no such document ever existed. Tree v. White, et 
al., 171 P. 2d 398, 110 Ut. 233. 
Respondents, without further foundation of proof, 
that an oath or letters were ever executed, or any state-
ment of their nature or contents, attestation, or that 
they had been filed or even lost, proceeded to offer 
the secondary evidence contained in Exhibit "A"; the j, 
general rule is that before secondary evidence of the 1 
contents of a writing is admissable, a proper pedicate 
must be laid, it must be shown, that if the primary 
evidence was available, it would be admiss.able, Larso1~ 
vs. Ryan 180 P-175-54 Utah 250, Hallam vs. Bailey 166 
P-874-66 Okla. 46. 
And before a copy of a letter can be admitted it is 
a condition precedent that .a proper predicate be shown 
for the admission of the copy as secondary evidence, 
National Security Company vs. Oklahoma National Life 
Insurance Company, 165 P-161-74 Olda. 27, Casswell vs. 
Ross, 188 P-977-27 Wyo. 1, Pennington vs· Redman Van 
and Storage Contpany, 97 P-115-34 rtah 223, Oranuetz 
vs. Orison et al 214 P-828-12± Wash. 384. 
And the general rule is that the execution of an 
attested ins.trument must be proven by the subscribing 
witness and this rule not only extends to the instru-
ments required by law to be attested but also to instru-
ments that .are actually attested 32 C-J -S Sec 739, page 
654. 
Goodrich, the purported author of the exhibit, testi-
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fied on direct examination that he had no recollection 
as to the form of the letters of administration, T-13, 
and on cross examination said "my testimony is that 
I do not remember the oath of office" T -16, "there was 
an o.ath of office but it was not in the files and it was 
not filed for one reason or another, and was not 
recorded, and I do not know how Rogers T. Harms ton 
signed the oath or who the Notary Public was T-17, 
and right now I could not say the oath was notarized 
and that is what I mean, I couldn't T-18, and as a pre-
liminary to the introduction of secondary evidence upon 
the grounds of loss or destruction of the original, the 
proponant must establish the former existance of the 
primary evidence as well as it's loss or destruction, 
thus secondary evidence of a judicial record can not 
be received until the original is shown to have existed, 
Alexander vs. Samuels et al 58P 2d 878 177 Okla 323, 
105 ALR 1171, 20 Am. Jur. Sec. 439, page 392, In Re 
Reimers Estate, 259 P. 32145 Wash.172. 
THE EXHIBIT WAS NOT COMPETANT BECAUSE IT 
APPEARED UPON ITS FACE TO BE THE MERE LEGAL 
CONCLUSION OF THE WRITER. 
The purported letter as a legal conclusion of the 
writer in the last paragraph thereof recites: 
"On March 8, 1941, Rogers T. Harmston filed 
his bond and oath of office, and is now the .acting 
and qualified administrator of the estate of 
Isabelle T. Harmston, deceased." 
Conclusions and opinions are no more admissable 
In a memorandum used in evidence than they would 
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be in direct oral testimony, Deal vs. Hubert 95 So 349, 
209 Ala. 18 and the general rule forbidding witnesses 
to state a conclusion has been applied to conclusions as 
to the validity of an instrument, 32 C.J.S. Sec 453 page 
90, Humbolt Oil and Refining Compawy vs. Jeff Ray 
et al 38 S W 2d 37 4 affirmed 55 S W 2d S21 and has 
also been applied to statements concerning the regu-
larity of Judicial proceedings, Mobley vs. Breed 48 Ga. 
44 Leopold Massure vs. Joseph D. Noble 11 Ill. 531, 
therefore a letter may be excluded where it contains 
a mere legal conclusion, Lincoln Investment Company 
vs. Metros 241 N W 166-257 Mich. 215. 
And such letters may be rejected for their incompe-
tency as hearsay when written by third persons under 
circumstances not rendering them binding on the party 
against whom they are offered and they are offered 
to prove the truth of the recitals therein, Fryburg vs. 
Brinck 12 P 2d 757-92 Mont. 294, Hanson vs. Flitolver 
Auto Sales Company 214 N W 187-239 ~fich. 118, Dacy 
229 N W 868-179 Minn. 520 32 CJS Sec 703 page 602. 
Exhibit "A" was a communication between strangers 
to this action, neither writer being a p.arty thereto- Such 
correspondence, dealings and acts coming within the 
rule of "res inter alios acta" which precludes the intro-
duction of such correspondence as evidence of the facts 
stated therein unless the party against whom the com-
munication is tendered is in some way connected there-
with or knew and approved its utterance, 20 Am Jur 
Sec 958, page 807, American Security Company of New 
York vs. Fitzgerald 36 S W 2d 1104. 
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It is obvious that the exhibit "A" was offered with-
out reservation as secondary evidence of the purported 
factual matter contained therein, whereas Mr. Good-
rich, the author of the letter, was present his memory 
and knowledge of what actually took place was the best 
evidence. 
POINT "B-C" 
THE COURT ERRED IN PERMITTING THE WITNESSES 
ARLINE SMITH AND EDNA L. HARTMAN TO TESTIFY 
OVER THE OBJECTION OF THE APPELLANTS AS TO 
THE PRACTICE OF THE CLERK OF 'THE COURT WITH 
RESPEICT TO ANSWERING LETTERS. 
Arline Smith T-19-23 and Edna L. Hartman T-26-29 
upon direct examinatron of counsel for the respondent 
over the objection of counsel for the appellants for its 
incompetency and irrelevancy testified as to what the 
practice of the former clerk Goodrich was, with respect 
to answering communications and the filing of Judicial 
records, T-20-22 - T-27-28. 
These witnesses had no independent recollection of 
the files or reeords in the said probate proceedings or 
of any of the specific documents filed therein, T-23-24 -
T -29-it is assumed that respondent hoped that what-
ever the practice of the office was, it would justify the 
statements made by Goodrich in exhibit "A". Evidence 
of habit is irrelev:ant when offered for the purpose of 
showing that a person acted in accordance with such 
habit on a particular occasion, Utah Association of 
Credit Men vs. Buller 194 P 127 - Utah 270, Baumeister 
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vs. Baugh and Sons Company, 16 A. 2d 424 - 142 Pa. 
Super 346 and where there are eye witnesses to an 
incident evidence of habit may not be received, it is 
entirely circumstantial and of no great strength, 
Whittemore et. al. vs. Lockheed Air Craft Corporation 
151 P. 2d 670, 65 Cal. App. 2d 737. 
POINT "D" 
THE COURT ERRED IN ADMITTING OVER THE OB-
JE.CTION OF COUNSEL FOR THE APPELLANTS THE 
FILES AND RECORDS IN CIVIL 1931-1932 T-30-34. 
In the original case filed in these proceedings, 
entitled Rogers T. Harmston as Administrator of the 
estate of Isabelle T. Harms ton, deceased vs. Farmers 
& Merchants Bank et. al· supra. This was a direct attack 
upon the validity of the findings and judgment as they 
appear in the files, Civil 1931 and 1932, on the very 
grounds that the Court lacked jurisdiction of the person 
of Rogers T. Harmston as administrator of the estate 
of Is.abelle T. Harms ton, deceased because he was not 
properly qualified as such representative at the time 
of the purported service of process. Now in these col-
lateral proceedings, respondent seeks to rely on the find-
ings of the Court therein (Civil1931-1932) as an adjudica-
tion of that very issue, T -30, which issue remains undis-
puted of in the former proceedings. The respondent in 
its petition here sought to include in these proceedings 
the allegations of the adjudication .as set forth in the fore-
closure proceedings R-239 to 245, paragraphs 11, 14, 16, 
17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25. The Court in its memorandum 
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deeision of the 30th of October, 1953, R-page 272, struck 
all these allegations as redundant and at the time of the 
trial they were not an issue in these proceedings. 
It is well settled that the issues in suit concerning 
lost papers are such as are made by the pleadings, and 
it is a fundamental and vital principle of good pleading 
and practice that allegata and probata must correspond 
and nothing can generally be proved outside of the allega-
tions and the facts must be proven substantially as al-
leged, 41 Am. J ur., Sec. 370, Page 546, W ichard v. Lipe, 
et. al., 19 So. Eastern 14-221 N.C. 53, 139 ALR 1147 and 
where proof departs from the allegations there can be no 
recovery ,Wickard v. Lipe, supra, and also 34 Am. Jur., 
Sec. 59, page 625. 
POINT "E" 
THE COURT ERRED OVER ·THE OBJECTION OF 
COUNSEL FOR THE APPELLANTS ON THE GROUNDS OF 
ITS COMPETENCY IN PERMITTING THE WITNESS, 
RULON MORGAN, TO TESTIFY CONCERNING THE MAIL-
ING RECEIPT OF THE SAID EXHIBIT "A", AND CON-
CERNING HIS MEMORY OF THE RECORD T-34-39. 
Because of the incompetency of said Exhibit "A" as 
set forth in Point A-1 Supra, and it must be born in mind, 
Rulon Morgan was a very much interested witness. 
Where the integration of the record is required by 
law as in this case * * * it becomes the soul embodiment 
of the judicial proceedings and no other material, oral 
or written, can be set up in competition with it. In other 
words, the record is conclusive, and this is so even though 
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the record has not been made up for herein appears the 
compulsory nature of the integration, Wigmore on Evi-
dence Third Ed, Sec. 2450. 
THE FOLLOWING POINTS WILL BE COM-
BINED FOR ARGUl\1ENT: 
POINT III. 
POINT IV. 
3. THE EVIDENCE IS INSUFFICIENT BOTH IN LAW 
AND IN FACT TO SUPPORT THE FINDINGS, CONCLU-
SIONS AND JUDGMENT OF THE COURT. 
4. THE ·COURT ERRED IN FINDING FROM THE 
EVIDENCE: THAT ROGERS T. HARMSTON SINCE MARCH 
OF 1941 HAD BEEN THE DULY APPOINTED AND QUAL-
IFIED ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ESTATE OF ISABELLE 
T. HARMSTON,DECEASED. 
THAT THE PURPORTED FORM OF OATH WAS AS 
SET OUT IN THE FINDINGS. 
THAT THE PURPORTED OATH AND LETTER HAD 
BEEN DESTROYED OR LOST. 
THAT ON THE 13TH DAY OF MAY, 1941, THE SHERIFF 
SERVED ROGERS T. HARMSTON, AS THE ADMINISTRA-
TOR OF THE ESTATE OF ISABELLE T. HARMSTON, 
DECEASED. 
Let us point out at the outset that under the probate 
procedure of this State before letters of administration 
are issued, the administrator n1ust take and subscribe an 
oath that he will perform the duties of administrator, 
which oath must be attached to the letters and all letters 
of administration issued to and bonds executed b:v 
administrators with the affidavits and certificates there-
on must be forthwith recorded by the Clerk of the Court 
having jurisdiction of the estate in books to be kept 
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by him in his office for that purpose, R. S. U. - 1933 
- Sec 102-5-1. 
And it is expressly understood and stipulated in 
this case that there was no recording by the Clerk of 
any oath, or letters. that ever purportedly issued to 
Rogers T· Harmston prior to Febuary 10, 1948, T-1-2-3-
R- 274. 
Without admission that the action as filed by respon-
dent is in fact a suit to establish a lost instrument or 
make up a court record, the established rules of practice 
as to presumption and burden are given effeet in suits to 
restore lost or destroyed instruments. Primarily, the 
burden rests on the complaintant to prove the material 
facts of his bill that are not admitted, including the fact of 
execution delivery and its subsequent loss or destruction, 
and the proof to establish the execution and contents 
of the lost instrument must be clear and satisfactory 
and in a suit to establish a lost deed it has been ruled 
that proof of the loss of the book of records is of no 
avail unless it also shows that the grant was duly 
entered in the lost record, 34 Am Jur, Sec 23, page 602. 
In order to establish a lost instrument on behalf 
of a person seeking rights under it, the evidence must be 
clear and positive and of such a character as to leave 
no reasonable doubt as to the terms and condition8 
of the instrument, and evidence to prove the substance 
of the instrument must be clear and satisfactory. Vague 
and uncertain recollections concerning its stipulations 
will not suffice, 34 Am Jur, Sec 62, page 627 with a long 
line of citations. 
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In the proceedings to establish a lost or destroyed 
record, the Court should proceed with great care and 
caution and substitution should be made only on a clear 
and satisfactory proof of the former existence, loss 
and contents of the record sought to be restored, 76 
C.J.S., Sec. 49-C, page 155, Chicago Title and Trust 
Company vs. Hagler, Special School District 12 S W 2d 
883, 178 Ark 443, Moore vs. Braswell 92 So 451 - 207 
Ala 333, In Re Birds Estate Illinois Public Aid Commis-
sion vs. Sanderson, 102 N E 2d 329 - 410 Ill-390 and if 
the evidence leaves these matters doubtful or uncertain, 
the application should be denied, Richmond vs. Demy 
191 P 554-47 C.al Appl 7 45. 
In the case of Hamell vs. Schlitz Brewery Company, 
145 N W-511- 165 I.a 266, the Supreme Court of that 
State held: "Nunc pro tunc entries except where the 
alleged omission or mistake is evident upon the face of 
the record are not favored in law as said by Chief 
Justice Marshall "Such proceedings are of such delicacy 
and danger that some of us question the existance of the 
power," Bank vs. Dudley 2 Pet 522-7 LED 496 
The record here on its face does not evidence a mis-
take because it was not forthwith recorded and there is 
a presumption that it was not filed, Tree vs. White et al 
171 P 2d 398, 110 Ut-233. 
IT IS WELL TO HEAR AND REVIEW THE EVIDENCE 
OFFERED IN BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENT IN SUP-
PORT OF ITS PETITION. 
Mr. Hansen, counsel for respondent T-2; so far as 
the record now shows of course we will not concede 
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that there was in the files and a part of the record at 
the time of the foreclosure proceedings was started 
and had, that these records were not in the files. Those 
are evidence T-2-3 Mr. Hog.an; That is the crux of what 
we are here for- Mr. Hansen; yes, T-3. 
MR ARTHUR GOODRICH; former Clerk was 
called as a witness T-7, and testified the signature on 
exhibit "A" was his, T-9, and the same was a portion 
of a letter he wrote to Mr. Morgan, T-12, and I don't 
think I ever dictated .a letter unless I had the instru-
ments before me and it was true in this case, the instru-
ments he had were the bond .and oath of office, I did not 
know what became of them, we kept all the forms for 
oaths, the oath was· in the form, I don't know about 
the letters, it's been a long time ago, I don't remember 
the form of the oath; it was the one usually employed, 
T-13, it was a regular oath T-14, my best recollection 
is that the oath and bond were brought in together 
T-15. 
ON CROSS EXAMINATION T-15: 
The proceedings were 14 years ago, the instrun1ents 
were not recorded T -15, My testimony is I do not remem-
ber the oath of office T-16, The oath of office may not 
have been in the files, and it is possible it may not have 
been filed for one reason or another, and it was not 
recorded; and I have no independent recollection of how 
Rogers T. Harmston signed the oath, or who the notary 
was on the oath T-17, and I could not say now it was 
notarized, all forms are not standard, they vary T-18. 
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ARLINE SMITH, A S T E N 0 GRAPH E R IN 
GOODRICH'S OFFICE ON DIRECT T-19: 
If an inquiry came in the files were taken, searched 
and letters written from the files T-20, I do not recall 
tihte bond or oath in this case T-21, when a bond or 
oath and letters eame in they were filed as one instru-
ment and recorded the same time T-23. 
CROSS EXAMINATION T-23: 
I have no recollection of entering the order T-23, 
and I have no independent recollection of the order 
appointing him administrator T-24, I have no recollec-
tion of the oath or could I tell the Court the form of 
it, or whether it was made on one sheet or two sheets 
and I have no recollection of writing Exhibit "A", T-25. 
EDNA L. HARTMAN DIRECT EXA~IINATION 
T-26: 
I was Deputy Clerk for Mr. Goodrich. ~Ir. Goodrich 
had the files and records on hand when he wrote about 
them. When records came in, they were put in a basket 
and recorded in the docket at our first opportunity T-28, 
I do not remember any papers ever having been lost 
while I was in the office T-28, or of any papers ever 
having been destroyed T-29. 
CROSS EXAMINATION: 
I have no recollection of any specific papers in the 
Harmston Files. 
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J. RULON MORGAN DIRECT T-34: 
Rulon Morgan, Direct T-34, Lawyer once represented 
Farmers & Merchants Bank in proceedings, Civil 1931 
and 1932 also appeared as a witness in both cases, had 
the notes and mortgages, saw exhibit "A" before T-35 
about 1\fay, 1941 in Duchesne, I found a bond and an 
oath of Rogers T. Harmston, I think letters of Ad-
ministration were there. The oath was part of the letters 
as I remember. Th·3 Bond was a Surety Bond, the oath 
was in the usual form T-37 and I testified in the fore-
closure case, I took the entire file with me, there is no 
doubt in my mind about their being in the file. 
CROSS EXAMINATION T-39: At the time of the 
foreclosure, I testified against my client, !1arion Eugene 
Harmston estate, of which Mr. Calder was and Admin-
istrator, I brought the action against him T-40 and I took 
the default judgment against the Marion Eugene Harm-
ston Estate and I also made Utah Savings & Trust Com-
pany, as Administrator of the Estate of Isabelle T. 
Harmston, a party T-42 and at the time the action was 
filed the said Bank could have been the administrator 
T -42-43, T -44 if the bank had been discharged I did not 
know it at the time. 
Here, particular attention is called to the evidence 
throughout the probate files wherein Rogers T. Harm-
ston personally appears in one capacity or another sign-
ing himself Rogers, note the letter "s" on the word Rogers 
and also note how he signed the following matters now 
within the probate file, Petition To Revoke Letters, R 
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138, 139, Clerks Proof of Posting Notice R-222, Order Of 
Court Appointing Rogers T. Harmston, Administrator 
R-234, Bond of Administrator, Rogers T. Harmston R-
235, Letters Of Administration, Rogers T. Harmston 
R-238. Yet in their purported oath and letters, they have 
him signing and attesting as Roger R-240-241 and also 
in the findings and judgment R-286-289 appelant in his 
answer appears as Rogers 260-262. 
Without admitting the admissibility of the Exhibit 
Findings and conclusions of Civil 1931 and 1932, I 
call the Court's attention to the fact that despite Mr. 
Morgan's testimony that the estate of Marion Eugene 
Harmston was a nominal party defendant T-41-42. The 
estate of Marion Eugene Harmston was the co-maker of 
said notes and mortgages, Findings and Conclusions 
1931 and 1932 and the foreclosure proceedings was a 
direct action against that estate as a maker. 
POINT "E-3" 
THERE IS NO ·COMPETENT EVIDENCE WITHIN THE 
RECORD 'TO SUPPORT THE FINDINGS AND CONCLU-
SIONS SET FORTH IN THE FOLLOWING PARAGARPHS 
OF SAID FINDINGS: 
j• 
(A.) Paragraph 8, Record 285 that on or about I 
]\{arch 8, 1941, the appellant Rogers T. Harmston took his 
oath of office as administrator of the estate of Isabelle T. 
Harmston, deceased, and that letters of administration 
issued to him and ever since said day, he has been and 
now is a duly acting and qualified administrator. 
(B.) Paragraph 9, Record 285 that on or about 
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:March 8, 1941, the appellant Rogers T. Harmston took his 
oath of office as adn1inistrator of the estate of Isabelle T. 
Harmston, deceased, .and thereupon letters of administra-
tion issued to him and that Rogers T. Harmston now is 
and ever since March 8, 1941 has been, the duly qualified 
and acting administrator of the estate of Isabelle T. 
Harmston, deceased. 
(C.) Paragraph 10, Record 285, the form of the 
oath and the letters was as set out in said paragraph, 
there is absolutely not one line of evidence in this case 
that Arthur G. Goodrich, as Clerk, over his signature 
issued letters in the form set out or that Rogers T. Harm-
stan executed an oath in the form set forth as Roger or 
at all. 
(D.) Paragraph 11, Record 286 that the oath and 
office and letters of administration has been lost or de-
stroyed, there is nothing in the record to sustain such 
a finding. 
(E.) Paragraph 13, Record 286, that the Sheriff 
of Duchesne County personally served Service of Sum-
mons upon Roger T. Harmston as .administrator of the 
estate of Isabelle T. Harmston, deceased. 
(F.) Paragraph 17, that Roger T. Harmston is a 
son and one of the Heirs at law of the decedent Isabelle 
T. Harmston. 
ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NO. 7. THE COURT ERRED 
AS A MATTED OF LAW IN FINDING AND HOLDING FROM 
THE EVIDENCE THE PETITIONER WAS. ENTITLED TO· 
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A JUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF THE RESPONDENT AND 
AGAINST THE APPELLANTS. 
To justify the amendment of a judicial record, there 
must be something to amend by, and by this, something 
upon the records and files of the Court, a private memor-
anda made by one of the attorneys for his personal use 
does not satisfy the requirements of the law nor will 
recitals in an appeal bond or a bill of exceptions and 
where there is nothing more to rely on than mere memory, 
the Court will act with caution, 14 Am. Jur. page 353, 
Section 145, Wesley Hospital vs. Strong 233 111-153, 
84 N E 205,76 CJS Sec. 49 C page 155. I~ 
And it must be remembered it was mandatory by 
statute R-S-U 1933-102-5-1 Supr.a that the records chal-
lenged herein should forthwith be recorded and what 
ought to be recorded must be proven by the record, the 
record can not be enlarged or contradicted by parole 
evidence, 20 Am. Jur., Sec. 1164, page 1017 together with 
a long line of citations. The nonexistance of acts with-
out which the action of a Court evidenced by its records 
could not have lawfully been made can not be proven in 
Contradiction of the record 20 Am. J ur. Supra. 
And where certain matters are required by law to be 
kept a record and omission to such n1atters can not be 
supplied by extrinsic evidence, People vs. Shurtleff 189 
N E 291, 355 111210, Jackson Park Hospital Company vs. 
Courtney 4 N E 2d. 864. 
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POINT IX. 
POINT X. 
POINT XI. 
9. THE FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS ARE INSUF-
FICIENT TO SUPPORT THE JUDGMENT. 
10. THE COURT AS A MATTER OF LAW ERRED IN 
FINDING AND HOLDING AND ADJUDGING THE RECORD 
TO BE AMENDED IN THE ESTATE OF ISABELLE T. 
HARMSTON, DE·CEASED, NUNC PRO TUNC TO THE EF-
FECT 'THAT ON MARCH 8, 1941 ROGER T. HARMSTON 
TOOK OATH OF OFFICE AND LETTERS OF ADMINISTRA-
TION WERE ISSUED TO HIM IN THE FORM SET OUT IN 
THE SAID JUDGMENT OR AT ALL. 
11. THE COURT ERRED IN DENYING THE PRO-
TESTANT'S MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL. 
The prayer of respondents petition prays R-244: 
* * * "That the Court make a nunc pro tunc 
order decreeing the adjudging that Roger T. 
Harmston took an oath of office and that letters 
of administration issued to him prior to the time 
the action was commenced to foreclose the mort-
gage ** and that the oath of office and letters of 
administration were substantially as set out in 
the petition" "' • * 
It will be noted, no relief is asked to have the records 
of the Court made up or amended and it is patent, this 
is another suit to have adjudicated the issues in the 
matter of Harmston vs. Farmers & Merchants Bank et 
al, 247 P 2d 895 Supra, and it has been held a mere allega-
tion that the deed is lost without a prayer to reestablish 
it is without equity, Griffin us. Fries 2 So-266, 23 Fla-
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173, Burleson vs. Jesse French et al, 104 So-860, 90 Fla-
16. 
THE COURT IN ITS CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
HELD R-287: 
* * * "Petitioner is entitled to a nunc pro 
tunc order decreeing and adjudging that Rogers 
T. Harms ton took an oath of office and that let-
ters of administration issued to him in the matter 
of the estate of Isabelle T. Harms ton, deceased, 
on or about March 8, 1941, when the Sheriff of 
Duchesne County served Summons on said Rogers 
T. Harms ton as administrator of the estate of 
Isabelle T. Harmston when he was the duly ap-
pointed, qualified and acting .administrator of the 
estate of Isabelle T. Harms ton, deceased." 
Here again the conclusion is for an order of Court 
to adjudicate the service of Summons on the administra-
tor being the same issue as in the former and original 
case. 
In the judgment of the Court R-288, the Court ad-
judged: 
"That the record in the 1natter of the estate 
of Isabelle T. Harms ton, deceased, be and the 
same is here by amended by adding thereto that 
on or about March 8, 1941, Rogers T. Harmston 
took an oath of office and letters of ad1ninistration 
were issued to him in substance as set out." 
It is generally held, decrees in equity must have a 
basis in pleading and evidence, a party can not materially 
vary from the allegations and the judgment must respond 
to the issues raised by the pleadings and the parties are 
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confined in their recovery to the issues as raised by the 
pleadings, and a judgment without the issues is arbitrary 
and an attempt to conclude a point upon which the parties 
have not been heard 41 Am. Jur, Sec. 381, page 555, 
Graque vs. Salt Lake City, 42 Utah 89, 129 P-429, and a 
party must recover on the case made by his pleadings, 
41 Am. Jur, Sec. 382, Note 19, with a long line of deci-
sions, and the findings and conclusions ~are the founda-
tion for the judgment, Kahn vs. Central Smelting Com-
pany, 2 Ut. 371, Fisher vs. Emerson 15 Ut. 517 - 50 
P-619, Evans vs. Shand 74 Ut. 451-280 P-239. 
Judgment will not be supported by findings and con-
clusions which are inconsistant with each other, Hock-
berg Contracting Company vs. R. and P. Automobile 
Transportation Company 158 N Y S 879, Lane vs. Smith 
142 P 2d 944-61 Cal. App. 2d 340. 
THE COURT FAILED TO MAKE ANY FINDINGS ON 
THE APPELLANTS AFFIRMATIVE ALLEGATIONS IN ITS 
ANSWER THAT ANOTHER ACTION WAS PENDING ON 
THE SAME ISSUES R-260. 
A court can not properly proceed to judgment until 
findings are made on all the issues, Holm vs. Holm 44 
Utah 242-139 P-937. 
In closing and in justice to my client and despite the 
recent death of the late Judge Dunford, I must challenge 
the statement of the trial Court as made in its memoranda 
opinion of the case R-276-281 to the effect that Rogers T. 
Harmston did not testify in the original proceedings, the 
records in that case are that he did testify. Further I 
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say, as an officer of this Court, that Judge Dunford was 
very much mistaken in his memoranda opinion that 
Rogers T. Harmston was not present at the trial of these 
proceedings, in fact, all of the beneficiaries except one, 
were there at all times, during said proceedings, and 
Rogers T. Harms ton did not testify on advice of counsel, 
for the reason of the errors of the Court as set forth 
in this brief, however, he was present and available had 
respondents desired to call him, and the Court can not 
infer his testimony would have been against appellants, 
Longacres v. Yonkers R. Company, 236 N.Y. 119, 140 ~.E. 
215, ALR 1030. 
Respectfully submitted, 
R. J. HOGAN 
Attorney for appellants 
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